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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

In consultation with President Ford, Secretary of Defense 

Donald H. Rumsfeld today authorized the Air Force to execute the 

initial contracts for the B-1 bomber. 

The decision followed an exhaustive review of the program's 

progress by the Secretary of the Air Force, Thomas C. Reed, and 

the Defense Department's Systems Acquisition Review Council, as 

well as by outside panels. 

The Congress authorized and appropriated $1.53 billion for 

B-1 development and procurement during Fiscal Year 1977. Of 

that amount, $1.05 billion was for production tooling, procure-

ment of the first three production B-ls, and the purchase of long 

lead materials for the second lot of eight aircraft. 

"We have observed both the momentum of Soviet strategic 

modernization and their buildup of capability; we have studied 

the results of this aircraft's test program; we have concluded 

that proceeding with this contract approach is in the national 

interest," Rumsfeld said. 

END 
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HONORABLE THOMAS C. REED 
SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
B-1 PRESS CONFERENCE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 



The Department of the Air Force today awarded contracts 

to Rockwell International, General Electric and the Boeing 

Company for initial production of the B-1 bomber. 

All three contracts include clauses which limit the 

Government's obligation to a cumulative rate of $87M per 

month through February 1, 1977, in compliance with the 

Fiscal Year 1977 Defense Appropriations Act. The contracts 

are also structured to enable the Air Force to limit total 

government liability month-by-month through June 1977. 

Rockwell received a contract for $562M. The cost-plus

incentive-fee effort covers fabrication, assembly, check out, 

inspection and delivery of the first three production B-1 

aircraft, plus nonrecurring engineering and tooling. The 

contract includes additional options for further increments 

of production tooling and production engineering in Fiscal 

Years 1978 and 1979. 

General Electric was awarded a fixed-price-incentive 

contract for $79.1M, all of which will be funded during 

Fiscal Year 1977. The contract runs for three years and 

provides for procurement of 12 engines and associated tooling 

to establish a production capability. 

The Boeing Company received a contract for $63.8M. The 

three year cost-plus-incentive-fee contract will provide 



offensive avionics for three aircraft, associated integration 

work, and nonrecurring engineering. 

The Defense Systems Acquisition Review Committee (DSARC) 

completed its review of the program this morning and made its 

recommendations to the Secretary of Defense. The resulting 

memorandum from the Secretary of Defense is at Attachment A. 

In preparing for this decision, I assembled an inde

pendent committee to review the technical aspects of the B-1 

development program. They were to report directly to me on 

any technical risks they might foresee in entering production. 

The chairman of the committee was Professor Courtland Perkins, 

President of the National Academy of Engineering. 

The Committee was unanimous in its view that a production 

decision could be made with real confidence from the point of 

view of technical status. They noted that there are no ap

parent technical problems that would preclude production as 

planned. 

The report of the committee is at Attachment B. 

At the same time, I asked three knowledgeable "outsiders" 

to review all reasonable alternatives to the B-1. In partic

ular, I asked whether "forces which include some B-l's . 

impose the greatest target damage per dollar expended." 
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The members of the Panel were: 

Honorable Edward E. David, Jr., Chairman of the National 

Security Council Ad Hoc Strategic Panel and former Science 

Advisor to the President; 

Dr. Michael M. May, of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 

formerly a SALT negotiator; 

Honorable Paul H. Nitze, former Deputy Secretary of 

Defense and formerly a SALT negotiator. 

The panel concluded "that the B-1 should be procured 

for inclusion in the force." Their report is at Attachment C. 

I believe the decision to produce the B-1 is sound. The 

aircraft represents 15 years of study, design, development, 

fabrication and exhaustive ground and flight testing. Air 

Force development contracts were awarded in June 1970 to 

North American Rockwell (now Rockwell International) to build 

the B-1 airframe and to the General Electric Company for the 

plane's FlOl augmented turbofan engines. The Boeing Aero

space Company was named the B-1 avionics subsystem interface 

contractor in April 1972. The AIL Division of Cutler-Hammer, 

Inc., was awarded a contract to develop the radio frequency 

surveillance/electronic countermeasures subsystem in 

January 1974. 

Four aircraft are included in the B-1 development pro

gram, with three currently in flight testing at Edwards AFB, 

California. The first aircraft made its maiden flight on 
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December 23, 1974; to date, the three aircraft have success

fully completed 78 flights for over 417 hours of flight 

testing. The fourth plane will include a defensive avionics 

subsystem and cost reduction design refinements planned 

for the production aircraft. It is expected to fly for the 

first time in early 1979. 

During the flight test program, the B-1 has clearly 

demonstrated its ability to perform its design mission. The 

plane has achieved a top speed of 2.1 Mach (approximately 

1,350 m.p.h.) and a top altitude of 50,000 feet. I have 

personally observed manual and automatic terrain-following 

flight at .85 Mach (approximately 650 m.p.h.) down to an 

altitude of 200 feet above ground. 

The B-1 has completed initial flutter, flying qualities 

and airloads testing. It has released an inert Short Range 

Attack Missile (SRAM) and two inert t1K-82 conventional 500-

pound bombs while in flight. The three test aircraft have 

routinely completed full wing sweep and aerial refuelings 

with the KC-135 tanker on nearly every test mission. Our 

success with this program is summarized in the chart of 

accumulated flying hours shown at Attachment D. 

Supporting the B-1 production decision was the most 

comprehensive design and ground testing program ever con

ducted in the development of a military aircraft. Over 

23,000 hours of wind tunnel testing were completed, using 

47 different models in 17 tunnels; more than 680 components 
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were structurally tested before installation on the aircraft; 

major sections of the airframe were subjected to both static 

and fatigue tests, the latter to at least two full lifetimes; 

a complete airframe underwent static proof load testing to 

design limit loads; and the plane's.FlOl engine successfully 

completed Product Verification testing and was formally 

qualified for production. 

Given this background of successful testing and readi

ness to enter production, the question remains as to the 

expected production cost. 

The Secretary of Defense, the Deputy Secretaries of 

Defense, and I have reviewed that question. We conclude 

that the System Program Office has a demonstrated record of 

management performance in the R&D program, and that the 

thorough early testing of the B-1 will pay off in the pro

duction phase. Therefore, we conclude that the B-1 program 

can and should be completed for a total program cost (RDT&E 

plus procurement) in then-year dollars of $22.8 billion. 

Nonetheless, we did examine the sensitivity of force 

cost-effectiveness to changes in B-1 unit costs that could 

arise from different learning curves, program stretchouts, 

or reduced buys. As an example, at Attachment E is a com

parison of the effectiveness of various forces if B-1 pro

curement costs should rise by as much as 25%. It seems 
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clear, and it was the DSARC's finding, that the B-1 remains 

the most cost-effective alternative for modernizing the 

strategic bomber force and that it should proceed to 

production. 

Throughout the past year, I have repeatedly set forth 

the reasons why we need a B-1. Let me summarize. 

The manned bomber is an integral component of the 

strategic Triad. The Triad poses an insoluble targeting 

problem for the Soviets, dilutes their defenses, and provides 

a hedge against technological advances which might negate a 

single system. Of the Triad forces, only the manned bomber 

has been tested in combat, and only the bomber provides a 

reasoned, controlled capability throughout the entire spectrum 

of conflict. 

All of our recent combat experience demonstrates, and 

our analyses indicate, that manned bombers can penetrate 

sophisticated defenses. But the Soviet defenses are im

proving all the time, and the B-52 force is aging. By 1982, 

when the B-1 is operational, the average age of our B-52s 

will be about 25 years. 

The B-1 will be able to overcome threats which would 

degrade the B-52 capability in the 1980s and beyond. It 

will take off faster to escape a surprise attack. It will 

be hardened against blast and electromagnetic pulse. Its 

smaller radar cross-section, high speed, and low flight 
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profile will aid its penetration of air defenses. It will 

have extremely effective electromagnetic countermeasures. 

That combination of characteristics is the key to survival 

in the 1980s. 

Although we are convinced of the need for the B-1, we 

are not unmindful of the Congressional limits on government 

obligations until February 1977. Furthermore, we appreciate 

the fact that the new administration will want to preserve 

several options as it assesses the overall strategic picture. 

As a result, we have structured a contractual program which 

will impose a limit on government obligations of a cumulative 

$87M per month not only until February 1, but through the 

end of June. We have arranged for future tooling costs to 

be covered by options rather than the basic contract. The 

contractual program is summarized by the chart at Attachment F. 

The result of all this is to provide the President

elect with a great deal of flexibility. 

Let me return to the basic reason for the B-1. The 

Soviet Union has undertaken a broad and deep effort in the 

expansion of their strategic forces. To the Congressional 

Budget Office, this buildup raised "questions concerning 

the ultimate intentions of the present regime." To me, 

there is every indication that the Soviets are driving for 

strategic superiority by the early 1980s. The B-1 is the 

strategic initiative that can redress that imbalance by 

the early 80s. It would be irresponsible not to initiate 

B-1 production at this time. We are, therefore, doing so. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEF.ENSE 
WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR The Secretary of the Air Force 

SUBJECT: B-1 Program 

I have reviewed the results of the B-1 DSAR C process concluded on 
2 December 1976. The DSARC's findings were that the development,. 
test .. and production planning prerequisite to B-1 produc~ion have been -" 
satisfactorily accomplished. Their recommendation is that the·B-1 
is ready to move into production. Accordingly_. the Air Force is 
authorized to proc~ed with production of the B-1. 

The Air Force procurement cost estimate, reviewed by the DSARC~ 
is the approved procurement funding plan for the B-1. 

While all preproduction test objectives were successfully achieved •. 
several additional test requirements have been generated which must 
be included in follow-on develop·rnent and operational testing._ First.,. 
B-1 nuclea_r hardness -will be verified using near threat level EMP 
simulators for the ground alert aircraft configuration. This .should be
followed by threat level EMP simulator tests for inflight conditions. 
Second_. continued evaluation of B-1 detection range under. operational 
·penetration conditions using various methods of detection is considered 
essential. Third_. qualification and retest o.f the modifications and 
improvements in alert response time and design mission range should 
be conducted under operationally representative conditions. Finally,. 
the Air Force will submit a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) 
which addresses all future B-1 testing to DD(T&:E) by 1 April 1977 for 
z:eview and OSD coordination. The TEMP will also include a description. 
of test methods along with the specific reliability and maintainability 
thresholds that are required to insure an orderly progress toward. the -
established n:ature systems goals now specified in the DCP. 

In addition_. the Air Force should: 

o Limit obligation o.f appropriated B-1 funding to a cumulative 
rate not to exceed $87. OM per month at least until 1 February 
1977. 



o Further investigate the advantages of transitioning from the 
planned near term production buildup to a. constant work 
force approach to B-1 production in th~ outyears. 

z. 

o Plan for a DSARC review prior to initiating defensive avionics 
production. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEAUOUARTERS UNITED STATES AI~ FORCE 

W;>.SHINGTON. D.C. 20 3 30 

The Honorable Thomas C. Reed 
Secretary of the Air Force 
Washington, DC 20330 

Dear Mr. Secretary 

7 October 1976 

In response to your request, I have convened 
an ad hoc Technical Assessment Committee to 
review the technical status of the B-1 weapon 
system. 

The Committee has completed its assignment 
and enclosed is its report to you. We hope 
that our efforts will help with your evaluaticn 
of this important program. 

If we can be of any further use to you ln this 
regard, please do not hesitate to ask. 

Sincerelyf\ 

~\~~~ 
COURTLAND D. PERKINS 
Chairman 
Technical Assessment Committee 
on the B-1 
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REPORT OF 

USAF SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD 

AD HOC TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE 

ON THE B-1 

Professor Courtland D. Perkins, Chairman 

7 October 1976 
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BACKGROUND 

At the request of the Secretary of the Air Force, an ad hoc 
Technical Assessment Committee on the B-1 airplane was 
organized with the support of the USAF Scienti~ic Advisory 
Board. This Committee was asked to make an independent review 
of the technical status of the B-1 weapon system to assist the 
Secretary in his evaluation of the program in anticipation of 
an imminent DSARC review. Although the time available to the 
Committee was very short, the members were chosen to include 
those who either had previous experience with this program or 
who had considerable contact with other programs of this 
complexity and thus were able to perform a review within this 
time scale. 

The charge of the Committee and its members is given in 
Appendix A. The Committee met twice. The first meeting was 
held in the Pentagon on September 28 and 29 to receive inputs 
from the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for R&D, the 
Air Staff, and the B-1 System Program Office. The second 
was held at the prime contractor's plant in Los Angeles on 
October 4, 5, and 6 and included inputs from Rockwell; Boeing, 
the avionics integrator; and General Electric, the engine 
company. The Committee also visited Edwarns Air Force Base 
to examine the three B-1 airplanes now flying and to 
receive a report from the Air Force Test and Evaluation Center 
team. 

INTRODUCTION 

An independent technical review of the B-1 program was made 
three years ago by a committee under Dr. Raymond Bisplinghoff. 
His committee made comments on the B-1 technical status based 
entirely on data developed before the first flight. This 
present committee had the great advantage of real data obtained 
from the test flights of three airplanes. There was also a 
large amount of data from structural and fatigue tests, real 
weight data, and the result~ of engine tests. All of this 
made it possible to extrapolate with high confidence to the 
production configuration. 

The Committee was impressed by the fact that the Air Force 
had learned a great deal from the problems encountered on 
previous development programs. This was clearly recognized 
in the areas of structure and power plants. It could also 
be seen in the timing of the whole development, that permitted 
sophisticated scheduling of tests; the concept of "fly before 
you buy;" and early recognition of problems. The moderate 
pace of the program has permitted an orderly program of design 
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changes optimizing overall sys~ern performance. Changes that 
are projected for the production configuration are small and 
reasonably well defined. There are a few nagging problems 
such as those involved with the wing-root fairing and the 
horizontal stabilizer hinge-moment limitation. In these cases 
several changes are being explored and practical solutions 
are reasonably certain. The time available to develop these 
solutions before the first production airplane, A/C #5, is 
adequate. 

At this time the B-1 program is a.mature technical development 
and probably better off than any ot!'ler such system in t.he 
experience of the Committee with respect to problems and the 
date for the first production airplane. The Committee is 
unanimous in its view that a production decision could be made 
with real confidence from Lhe point of view of technical status. 
The airplane flies well, its performance capability is now well 
known, and there is plenty of time to resolve the few problems 
that remain. The production decison can concentrate on other 
factors with respect to this weapon system. 

The Committee's reaction to different technical areas of the 
B-1 development is included in Appendix B. (Classified - removed) 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Committee concludes that: 

1. Many of the subsystems of the B-1, such as the engine and 
offensive avionics, can be vi8wed with confidence unusual for 
a weapon system of this complexity and at this stage of 
development. 

2. There are no apparent technical problems that would prohibit 
the achievement of a successful production airplane on the 
proposed time scale. 

3. This is a fine airplane of intrinsic versatility which can 
be exploited for many varied missions currently unidentified. 

4. From a technical point of view; the Defense Department can 
make a production decision on the B-1 with confidence. The 
final decisions must then deal with other factors. 
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APPENDIX J.. 

USAF SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD 
AD HOC TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT 

COMMITTEE 

MEMBERS . 

Prof. Courtland D. Perkins (Chmn) 
Mr. Warren E. Anderson 
Dr. Alexander H. Flax 
Dr. Allen E. Puckett 
Brig Gen Emil H. Block 
Brig Gen James Dalton 

SAB SECRETARIAT 

Col James L. Thompson, Jr. 
Maj Thaddeus H. Sandford 

CONSULTANT 

Prof. John F. McCarthy, Jr. (Chmn, ASD Division 
Advisory Group) 



TASK STATEHENT 

SUBJECT: Technical assessment of the B-1 program. 

BACKGROUND: The Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for 
Research and Development has requested that a technical 
review of the B-1 program be conducted under the auspices 
of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board {SAB). The 
purpose is to assess the ability of the B-1 to meet its 
performance objectives and to assess its technical readiness 
for a production commitment. In the interest of timeliness, 
the assessment will be conducted independent of normal SAB 
review and reporting format. 

This review follows previous.SAB studies on the B-1 program 
as listed: 

SAB Ad Hoc Committee on the B-1 Program, report 
dated 4 October 1973. 

SAB Ad Hoc Committee on B-1 Structures, letter 
reports as required during period November 1972 
to May 1976 •. 

SAB Ad Hoc Committee on B-1 Aerodynamics, letter 
reports dated January 1974 and November 1974. 

OBJECTIVE: The Technical Assessment Committee will review 
and evaluate, to the extent possible in the allotted time, 
the technical aspects of the B-1 development program. 
Specifically, the Committee will assess·the ability of the 
aircraft to achieve stated performance goals, adequacy of the 
test program, and adequacy of proposed solutions to problems 
encountered during testing. Finally the Committee will attempt 
to assess the technical risk associated with entry into 
production at this time. 

GENERAL OFFICER PARTICIPANT: Brigadier General Emil N. Block, 
Special Assistant to DCS/R&D for B-1 Matters, HQ USAF. 

STEERING COMMITTEE APPROVAL: 21 September 1976 
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The Honorable 
Thomas C. Reed 
The Secretary of the Air Force 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

1500 Wilson Bou1evard 
Suite 1500 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

October 8, 1976 

You have asked for our views on the need for a modernized strategic 
bomber force and whether it should include a B-1 component. In this 
connection, you have asked us to re-examine the alternatives which were 
earlier examined in the Joint Strategic Bomber Study dated September 1, 
1974. In conducting this review, we have examined the documents made 
available to us by the Air Force, addressed the specific qu2stions con
cerning the JSBS in your letter of August 30, 1976, and consulted with 
a number of outside sourc€s whom we consider to be knowledgeable. 

It is our opinion that aircraft which, together with their armaments, 
have an assured capability to penetrate Soviet defenses are an essential 
element of an adequate U.S. strategic nuclear ceterrent. Furthermore, it 
is our view the United States should have strategic forces sufficiently 
survivable, that even after an initial Soviet strike, surviving U.S. forces 
would not be inferior in effective capability to the remaining Soviet forces. 

Given the size of the Soviet offensive and defensive forces, and, in 
particular, given the ability of the Soviets to respond to any U.S. deploy
ment decisions, we have come to the conclusion that the B-1 should be pro
cured for inclusion in the force. We have further concluded that the force 
should include both B-l's and B-s2•s and that a variety of armaments should 
be developed for them so as to maintain penetration capability regardless 
of Soviet decisions as to their air defenses. Among these armaments, long
range cruise missiles (up to at least 1600 n.m. fer the B-52's) and shcrter
range missiles sufficiently accurate to destroy hard-point targets should 
be included. 

It takes many years to develop and put into operation a new long-range 
offensive aircraft system; thereafter it must remain in service for many 
years. It is not possible .. p·recise·ly-to predict the future threa~s which 
the other side may pose to the survivability and penetration of such systems. 
In particular; the other side can react to our deployment decisions by 
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designing its forces in such a way as to take advantage of whatever weak
nesses are inherent in the forces we deploy. The effect of this unpredicta
bility is reduced by a degree of diversity in our strategic forces and by 
high performance in at least one of its components. We believe that the 
speed at low altitude, ECM potential, low.radar cross-section and hardness 
of ~he B-1 provide better assurance of flexibly meeting the range of possible 
threats than do any of the forces which do not include the B-1. Further
mo~e. \~e believe the B-1 can give us these superior capabilities at comparable 
cost and at an earlier date than any of the other systems suggested. 

We remain available for discussion of our more detailed and technical 
conments at your convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 

~/)£.~·--'!}, /L·L-1. /[, 1/ 
p_..,a..-~ ~ 

Edward E. David, Jr. Michael M. May ~ 

.. 

-~:::::> ('1 I , I -.:-. i .;;. \ ~\\. Vl-V'v 
Paul H. Ni tze '\. 
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The B-l strategic bomber Is being developed by the Air Force tb rrodernlze 
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A medium gross wetght bom!:>er powered by four 30,000-pound·thrust-class 
Jgrr.ented turbofan engines. the B-1 1 s three large \~'.'Capons bays vdll provide 
:the flexibility to carry nuclear air-to-surface missiles, nuclear or 
)nventlonal gravity bombs, mlnes 1 other weapons or fuel as required by 
u·ylng mlsslon requirements. It •·1111 carry a crew of four. 

While only t\•Jo-thlrds the size of the 8-52, the B-1 Is designed t6 
~rry nearly twice the payload. Its variable geometry, or "s1dng 1

11 vdng 
111 enable It to fly efficiently at supersonic speeds at high altltud~s 
1d at high subso:-~lc speeds at treetop altitudes. Thts swlng-;.:fng feature 
Ill permit faster takeoff from much shorter runways. The aircraft \vi'll 
1ve greater hardness to the effect of a nuclear blast, far faster penetration 
)eed. lov!er penetrction altttude and a greatly reduced radar cross section 
'~?ared to the B-52. 

The B-1 \·llll also:· 

Through a CO!nblnatlon of rapid accelerallon, short run\·:ay requlre-
~nt, subsystem deslon and Improved hardness to nuclear effects, reach 6 
~t"e escape distance-from Its launch base much faster than the B-52. This 
lgniflcantly improves Its survivability should an enerny attem;Jt a surp\-lse 
::m or SLBH at tack. ' 

Takeoff In a much shorter distance and will thereby be able to use 
lOUt 150 more existing runways than are available to the B-52. This 
rmlts greater dispersal and faster reaction by the Strategic Air Con~and 

)A.C) alert-bomber force. 

Have a greater capability to penetrate an cne~y's defenses, This 1 

ter;s froo-1 higher speeds at .lov:er altitudes as \\'ell as <ldvance electon!c 
Junter~easures and a srrall radar cross section, 

Today's S·l Is the product of over 14 years of studies 1 design, develop· 
?~lt, fabrication and exhaustive testing. Air Force develop~srtal Co;<~tr.acts 

z a'Harded ln June 1970; North A~rlcan Pockv:ell (no.-; Rockv:ell lntern~tlonal 
Jrp,) was selected to build the B-1 airframe and General Electric the Fl01 
urbofan engines. Four aircraft currently are Included In the develoomehtal 
ro9r<H1. 

Construction of the first aircraft was completed In Rockwell's flna~
ssenbly facility at Air Force Plant 42. Palmdale, California, and was ; 
oiled out there on October 26, 1974, First flight of the B-1 was success
ully con;plete..d <ert Decer':ler 23, 1974, \·lith ·a 1 hour'and 18 1r1inute test flight 
ron Palmdale to nearby Ed.\'ards f".FB. 

(more) 
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Work on the second a-t a l rcraft Is proceeding on schedule \vi th f~brl ca
tion, asser.:!il•( and mating complete on most of its major structural Se!=tlons. 
The aircraft completed eight n'onths of structural proof loads testing' at 
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation's Palmdale faclllty In late June, and I~ 
currently undergoing system Installation, It ,,,ill serve primarily as' the 
structural fl lght test al rcraft, wl th fl rst fl tght currently scheduled for 
mfd .. 1976. 

! 
The third B-1 atrcraft has completed assem~ly and the mate of tt~ . 

structural sections at Palmdale, and Is undergoing final subsystem ln~tallatlon 
4nd checkout. It will be used for Integration and flight testing of the 
B-1 avionics system, and Is expected to fly In early 1976. · i . . I 

Development of the fourth B-1 commenced on ~ugust l5t 1975. vJitht the 
~ward of an Air Force contract amendment to R.ockvJell l·nternatlonal. ;fhe 
aircraft will Include cost reducing design refinements to the for;...,ard' 
fuselage (ejection seats Instead of the current crew escape capsule) and 
engine nacelles, and redesign of the forvn)rd fuselage and aft avionics bay 
to ~cc!)m:nodate defensive avlonics equipment, It will be USI!d for flight 
test of the B-1 defensive avionics and ls currently expected to fly for 
the first tlme tn early 1979, 

General Electric's FlOl turbofan engine successfully completed l~s 
Preliminary rtight Rating Test (PFRT) on April 16. 197L., It is currehtly 
undergoing Prod~ct VerTflcatlon (PV) testing and is expected to be tepted 
sufficiently to verify read1ness for initial productJon and service b~ the 
fall of l9i6. i 

I . 
If a production go-ahead is given In late 1976, the first produc~lon 

B·ls could enter the Air Force inventory ln mid-1979. lni tlal operational 
~~rabllity with SAC would then occur In late 1981. 

f 

Fllc~'t Test ProtJra11 !' 
I 

First flight of the B·l marked the beginning of several years of: 
flight testing, which will later Include the other B-1 test aircraft.! This 
ft lg~1t test program. In keeping v:! th the Department of Defense 1'try-before
buy" policy, will be one of the most cor.1prchenslve ever developed for a 
ml\itar·y aircraft. It will include nearly tv1o years of extensive test data 
to sui)port a production decision currently scheduled for t:overnber 1976. 

! 
Test flights from Ed>·Jards AF'8 are being scheduled up to three titr::.s 

per rnonth. TI1Is allo·,..;s time for Air Force and Rockviell engineers to ~sslm-
1 late the extensive test data gathered on each flight. 

Flights during the early portlon of the program ware built one 
the other to clear the B-1 for initial operation and performance of 
prlm·3~"Y penetration mission. This will require the aircraft to fly 
terraJn .. followlng altitudes at nearly the speed of sound, .. 

(more) 
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The B-1 has accumulated ovet· 60 hours of flight testing, including 
nearly 2 hours at supersonic speeds. Flight test accomplishments to d~tc 
lnclude full wing sweep. aerial refuelings, a top speed of 1.23 Mach. 
(approxlr;;ately 873 mph) at 25,000 feet, maximum weight takeoff, assisted 
end unassisted engine alrstarts, initial 1-:eapons bay door opet·atlon, .~'c;xlrnum 
speed landing gear operation, and flutter and flying qualities evalu~t!ons. 

Environmental lmoact 

Development of the B-1 I from the program's inception, has been in r 

consonance with all Federal environmental la~s, executive orders, retiula-
tlons and vilth criteria a:,d standards published by the Environr:-.ental ;P:-otec-
tion Agency. £-:very effort ls being made to minimize the effects of the 
aircraft on the envlron~ent. 

' The B-l 1s engines lncorpor·ate new technology that makes then; a~1ors the 
cleanest and most efficient. ever built. Tests indicate that the FlOl 
engine h<Js a com;,ustfon efficiency of 99.5 percent and ls virtually i, ..... :~keless. 
Eng!ne emissions are lo..;er than othet aircraft and much lo·.·l(;r than ot':er 
oPe t~at 1 one 1 bombers, ! 

While specific fuel consumption Is c1assiflcd 1 the 8-1 wll I use a~out 
25 percent less fuel than the 8-52 for the sa~e mlsslon. And by spen~~rg 
r..ore tlrr:c on aler-t and 1Bss time in the al r, the 8-l force v:!ll co"sJc-e 
iess than one-quarter of the fuel usee! by tc·day's force of B-S2s, Fuel 
savings are expected to be close to a half-billloh gallons a year. 

Nolse levels of the B-1, when its afterburners are not in use, are 
considerably lower than those of other mil ltary aircraft; they co~narc 
favorably 1dth the ne·.-;est coiT,:nercial aircraft. Afterbur·ners noise 1~"e1s 
are comparable with other aircraft. 

TheB-1 is capable of fl·ring at supersonic speeds, and therefore can 
cause sonic boom. Such if";:;acts are expected to be minima1 1 ver, .since 
only a very sn·all percen:age of the B-l's flight time v;il1 be at su::>ersonic 
speeds. Supersonic flights wl 11 be liMited to established corridors ~hlch 
will minimize disturba;-.ce to population centers and national park are

1
as. 

. I 
. I 

The aircraft Is not expected tQ have an impact on the stratoso~dric 
envlronM~nt because of Its lo•,o~ emissio;, levels and the small ar.1ourtt cif ~irr~~Z: 
flown at those altltu~es. 

Fundln9 

Fiscal Year 1974 and Prior Years: 
Fiscal Year 19i5: 

(rno re) 

$1.582 bill ion 
$445 111i Ilion 

'( I . 
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:ost Data 

tn the absence of Inflation, B-l costs have changed very little si;nce 
the program went on contract ln 1970. The inltlal estimate of $9.9 bil'llon 
Is M'.'l $11.0 btllfon--a 12 percent fncre~se or about 2 l/2 percent a ye:ar. 
Inflation through calendar year 1974 has added $4.5 billion to the total 
>rogram costs meklng It $15.5 billion in 1975 dollars. If Inflation tsl 
forecasted through program com;:>letlon In the mld-1980st total program cpst 
rs estimated to reach $20.6 b! Ilion In 11 then-year" dollars. l 

;, I · •. ··,f .., .,. 

The follo•..;lng tables sho·.-~ current program cost estimates In 11no-ln
1flatlon 11 

1970 dollars 1 and In forecasted "then-year" dollars. {Procurement unit; 
:ost Is the average cost to produce an aircraft [airframe, engines, avlontcs 
and other government·~urnished equipn~nt], the peculiar cost to deploy one 
!trcraft [ground suppor·t equlpn'ent, training equipment, etc.] and the cpst 
)f ln!tla1 spares. Program unit cost Includes the developmentcost amo.rtized 
:>ver the total number of aircraft to be bull~.~ ! 

! . 
)roan~rn Cost Estimates ~7 75 T..eh Year 

i 

R&D 2. 798 3.62B 3l. 86B 

Product lon 8.23B 11. 90!3 16i. 74B 
i 

Total 11. 02B 15.52B 201.60B 

lJn It Cost Estimates "7.) ihen Year 
I 

r rocurement Unlt 34.3M 49.6M 69;.BM 
I 

Program Un l t 45.UI 63.6M a~:. 41-l 
' 

The bulk of increases to the fd r Force 8-1 cost estimate (sorr:e 88 ; 
percent) has been due to the effects of economic Inflation. Forty-sever 
percent of the total program cost estimate ls lnflatlon. ! 

(more) 
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B-1 Df~nslons/Performance 

Maximum Speed: ... 

Range: 

Tanker Support: 

Supersonic speed at high altitudes; hlg~ 
subsonic at treeto~ altitudes 

Intercontinental (unrefueled) 

Existing KC-135 tankers 

Crew~ 
I 
I 

Four: pilot, copilot and ti'>'O systoms operators 
(provisions for two Instructors) 

Maxfmum Gross 
Takeoff Weight: 

\<Jeapo;:s Payload: 

Length: 

Height: 

\Yl ng Span 
Forward: 
S1·1ep t: 

Sys tern: 

350,000-400,000 pounds 

Approximately twlce that of the B-52 

24 SRAt1 Internally 
or 

75.000 pounds of bombs Internally 

151 feet 

34 feet 

137 feet 
78 feet 

Rockwell International Corporation, 8-l Division, Los Angclei, 
California 

Engine: 

General Electric Company, Aircraft Engine Group, Cinclnnatl, phlo 

Avionics Subsystem Interface: 

The Boeing Company. Aerospace Company, Seattle, Washington 

Radlo Frequencv Survel11&ncc/Electronlc_Counterrneasures Subsystem:; 

Cutler-Karnmer, Inc., AIL Division, Deer Park, Neh' York 

(more) 
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Progra~ Manasement . 
I 

· Atr Force Systems Command's (AFSC) A.erotlautlcal Systems Dlvis1on. 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, ts responsible for overall 13-1 system de~elopment. 
Major General Abner B. t1artln Ts th('! B-1 Program Director. 

On-site management of B~1 contracts Is provided by Alr Force Pla'nt 
Representatives under the dl rectlon of AFSC's Al r Force Contract t\anagement. 
Dlvlsion, Kirtland AFB, New Mexlco. 
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THE B-1 BOMOER: IWTH AtlD FACT 

Although many of the arguments against the B-1 bo~1Ser are old, they 
benefit from a recurrent theme und could unduly Influence those v.Jho ·do not 
have the facts. Some of those .1r·guments are' rather far fetched, such; os 
the Impact of the B-1 on the ozone layer (the 0-1 would not normally ~ly 
that high; l t Is prlmad ly a lo·.·;-al tl tude bom!:Jer). Others show a lac~ of 
understanding In the Important areas of what makes deterrence work, w~y 
we .need the B-1 and why Its cost Is reasonable. The following Information 
should eliminate sor:Je of the confusion: 

~~yth: Program Is poorly managed as evidenced by cost overruns. 

Fact: Management of the B-1 Is one of the best In major weapon systeM 
development. The projected total program cost Increase In ~ 1/2 )'ears, 
exclusive of Inflation, has· been about 12 percent. Inflation, much of It 
estimated Into the mld~80s, accou~ts for 88 percent of the Increase lh 
cost. · \ 

Hvth: B-1 Is oost expensive strategic program to date, 

Fact: In comparable dollars, the cost of the B·52 force v;hlch had a greater 
~er of aircraft was half again as much as the cost of 6-l force 1·:hlch wfll 
have g~eater overall capabl llty, 

_t)_yth: Bor:Jbers are obsolete In the missile age. 

:.~ct: The C0f:1~1natlon of mtssilcs and bombers precludes a d!sarmTng surprise 
\tuck. The US bo:;1ber force balances the SALT numerical disparities In 

;,!sstles and mlssfle thro·,..;,·Jetght. Soviets recognize effectiveness of.US 
bo:r.bers and expend the equivalent of approximately $5 billion a year to defend 
agatnst pcm~ers. ' 

11yt~: An alternative could do the job cheaper, I.e., a stand-offal r~ launched 
cruse missile; a re-engl~ed B-52; or a stretched FB-111. : 

Fact: The OSO Joint Strategic Somber Study and supplerr:.ental analysls'concluded 
that the B-1 Is the most cost-effective bomber--by a \·dde margin--fori the 
1980s and beyond, The GAO revle\\' of the study stated lts "results no·.:; 
provlce the basis for more Informed consideration of the strategfc bohber 
question by the Congress.n Futhermcire, the B-1 takes advantage of UStbomber 
technology and bomber force management. 

Mvth: The B-1 does not represent a s!gnlflcant advance ln aircraft t~chnology. 

~: The 8-1 com::,tnes the best features of earller bonbers, f.e., the 

,(more) 
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8-47, 8·52, B-58, RS/B-70, and FB~l 11, with new technology. The dhslgn 
l's based on millions of flying hours and more than 18 years of ope~atlonal 

.experience ln jet bombers. That experience provided the foundatloh for 
designing the most suitable and cost-effective bomber for the strategic 
mtsslon. 

The new technology proyldes slgnJflcant advantages, such as: 
'i 
. i 

a. The first large aircraft designed specifically to operate,~t:ith 
hfgh survivability !n a nuclear envl ronnent. Quick reaction, rapid accel
eration and structural hardness permit the B-1 to fly out and survlve a 
surprise attack. : · 

b. It ls big enough to carry large nurnbers of nuclear Heapon~ on 
lntercontlr.ental misslons 1 yet It has a smnll radar return which m'tntrnlzes 
detection and maxlntzes the effectiveness of electronic countermeakures. · 

i . 
i 

c. It Is being equipped v:lth advanced technology electronic icounter
measures whlch can be quickly reprogrammed to counter new radars and the 
\·:eapons they gvl de. 

; 

' j 

d. H Is the fl rst large aircraft speclflcal1y designed with' the dual 
ca~ablllty to penetrate either at near sante speed at very low al~ltude, 
or at supersonic speed at h!gh altitude. Thls advanced technology forces 
an adyet·sary to develop and deploy systems against a vtlde' range of! pene* 
tratlon' tactics. 

e. It ls designed to maintain htgh alert rates. The tcchnol'ogy of 
on-bo~rd test systems provides on-the-spot trouble shooting and tl·mely 
maintenance annlysls for qulck aircraft turn-arounds, high sortie 'rates, 
and less costly but more efficient alrcraft maintenance. High alert rates 
significantly reduce the cost of keeplng deterrent weapons on aler:t· 

l 

Hyth: The 6-1 ~o.Jould be obsolete \·!hen deployed, and another new bomber 
would be needed, I 

! 
£!£!...: The B-52 illustrates ho·;J a \-<ell designed strategic bomber qan maln-
taln effectiveness over a long life. In comparison ~-:lth the stra~eglc 
missile force, the life of the B-52 has spanned the Atlas D, E, and F; the 
Titan I and I I; Minutemen I, I I and II I, and now advanced re~earc~ on t~e 
MX. During this same period of tlme, the Polaris with the A-1, A~2 and 
A-3 missiles; the Poseidon; and now the Trldent end Its missiles ~re also 
In developr.~nt. In contrast, the B-52, plus a small number of 0-58:; and 
FB-111s as \vel! as some al r-to-surface systems such as the Hound Cog and 
SRAH, has continued to provide a very substantial part of our str~teglc 
forca. Wfth a llfe span ln excess of 30 years, the lnvcstnent ln the B-1 
boi:1ber can be arnortlzed over many, r.1any years of effcctTve use as :a deterrent 
to nuclear attack. Today, the B-t represents the most cost-effec~lve design 
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of a strategic bomber. It fncorporates those advanced technologies vJhtch 
·assure lts.effectlveness. Equally Important, the B-1 has grO\'Jth potential 
designed Into it, as did the B-52. to accom;;10date the unc;ertatntles of 
future enemy develop~cnts. 

th:th: The resources being claimed for strategic forces are Tncreastn'o. ---
Fact: Since the early 1960s, when the United States started publlshlhg 
T't"SFlve \'ear Defense Prograrn, there has been a clearly projected constratnlng 
trend tn U.S. strategic forces. In the last decade, as the OOD budge't 
has taken Jess and less of the Federal budget, the strategic forces h~ve 

. I 
recetved less of the DDD budget and less of the Air Force budget. In· FY 
76, seven cents of each DOD dollar (or 16 cents of each AIr Force dol~lar) 
goes to strategic forces. ! 

I 
I 

Succeedlng Five Year Defense Programs have shov;n decreases tn major p~anned 
deployments. Initial plans called for 2,000 t11nuternan missiles, then: 1,600, 
ai'ld finally 1,000. lnlttal plans called for mor·e than the 41 nuclear'subs 
currently deployed. ihe United States stopped at 54 iltan lis, c1eal·~y 
slgr.allng a shift to Sr.1ali thro\1/\veight missiles--and this vtas before t11RVing. 
The B-70 and Skybolt 1·:ere cancelled. lronlcally 1 the Sovlets-~\·Jho had 
little hope of achieving strategic parity In the 1960s--could calcula~e 
achievable requirements for parlty (or superiority) from our self-resfralned 
Five Ye~r Defense Plans. Soviet capabll ltles are now essentially equivalent 
to those of the United States. · 

Nvtl-.: St,Li agreenents obviate the need for the B·l. 

Fact: The Interim Agreement from SALT I established lo>·:~r nur:mrtcal lrmlts 
tor u.s. misslle forces than for· the Soviets. This asyJ.~:netry was In part 
compensated for by the larger u.s. bom~~er force. The SALT II agreemeht to 
be formulated based on the Vladivostok accord will place a ceiling on ithe 
total number of strategic delivery systems. The Inclusion of bombers 'ln 
S.4LT II limits has an additional Impact on cost-quantity tradeoffs and 
Increases the importance of obtaTr.lng higher pcrfo1·mance fror.1 each unl.t 
,'~p1oyed .. -partlcularly in llghtof U.S. objectlves to reduce the ceiling • 

• htn the numerical constraints, quality should be emphasized for U.~. 
"'Ces, He~ce, the B-1. with Its high unlt performance, can be vlev;ad •: 

both as the r.eans of maintaTnlng par! ty within the cell Tng and as the ~r;eans 
of facilituting reduced ceilings on strategic forces. ihe fact that heavy 
bo;rbe rs .rep t·esen t a sIgn 1 f I cant port ron of the U.S. s t rateg lc de 11 very 
syste:-r:s nakes !t Important that heavy bo:nbers be optimized for maximum 
effectiveness. · 
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